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ABSTRACT
Cosmicflows-3 distances and inferred peculiar velocities of galaxies have permitted the reconstruction of the structure
of over and under densities within the volume extending to 0.05c. This study focuses on the under dense regions,
particularly the Local Void that lies largely in the zone of obscuration and consequently has received limited attention.
Major over dense structures that bound the Local Void are the Perseus-Pisces and Norma-Pavo-Indus filaments sepa-
rated by 8,500 km s−1. The void network of the universe is interconnected and void passages are found from the Local
Void to the adjacent very large Hercules and Sculptor voids. Minor filaments course through voids. A particularly
interesting example connects the Virgo and Perseus clusters, with several substantial galaxies found along the chain
in the depths of the Local Void. The Local Void has a substantial dynamical effect, causing a deviant motion of the
Local Group of 200− 250 km s−1. The combined perturbations due to repulsion from the Local Void and attraction
toward the Virgo Cluster account for ∼ 50% of the motion of the Local Group in the rest frame given by the cosmic
microwave background.
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1. INTRODUCTION
The average place in the universe is in a void. The
Local Void (Tully & Fisher 1987) subtends 40% of the
sky and begins 1 Mpc away, at the fringe of the Lo-
cal Group. Over the eons, matter evacuates from voids
and builds up in adjacent sheets, filaments, and knots,
the components of the cosmic web (Bond et al. 1996).
Most of the matter that makes up our galaxy and that of
our neighbors must have come out of the Local Void so
our relationship to that structure is fundamental to at-
tempts to understand details of the local neighborhood
(Shaya & Tully 2013; Carlesi et al. 2016).
There is increasingly good information about the kine-
matics of nearby galaxies from distance measurements
using the tip of the red giant branch technique that
conclusively demonstrates the motions of galaxies away
from the Local Void (Karachentsev et al. 2015; Rizzi
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2et al. 2017; Shaya et al. 2017; Anand et al. 2018). Stud-
ies of the nearby region provide a unique opportunity:
only nearby are deviant velocities comparable to cosmic
expansion velocities to the degree that these motions can
be cleanly separated in individual cases. So motions are
observed consistent with expansion of the Local Void.
Are these motions of an amplitude that theory would
anticipate?
The Local Void has been difficult to study because it
is located behind the center of the Milky Way. It is so
large that it easily protrudes on both sides of the galac-
tic plane, but much of it is obscured. This paper gives
attention to a way to study the morphology of the Local
Void that is relatively insensitive to direct observation.
Cosmicflows-3 (CF3) is a collection of 18,000 galaxy dis-
tances (Tully et al. 2016) that, although deficient in the
zone of obscuration, captures the essence of structure
all-sky through two alternative analyses. Both analy-
ses assumes that structure forms from Gaussian initial
fluctuations within a Λ Cold Dark Matter universe with
matter and energy densities characterized by Ωm = 0.3,
ΩΛ = 0.7.
One method involves Wiener filtering with con-
strained realizations (Zaroubi et al. 1999; Courtois et al.
2012) and is the methodology used in previous Cos-
micflows papers (Tully et al. 2014). Within the ΛCDM
paradigm and the linear approximation, the Wiener
Filter provides the optimal Bayesian estimator of the
confluence of the linear growth of the assumed power
spectrum of perturbations and the observed constraints
(Zaroubi et al. 1995). The observed constraints are pe-
culiar velocity estimates, Vpec, derived from distance
measurements, d, where to first approximation peculiar
velocities are decoupled from observed velocities, Vobs,
as Vpec = Vobs − H0d, with H0 the value of the Hub-
ble Constant consistent with the ensemble of the data.
With the current collection of distances the appropriate
value is H0 = 75 km s
−1 Mpc−1. The direct products
are the three-dimensional velocity field and associated
density field in the linear regime.
The other method, found to be compatible with the
Wiener Filter procedure and used in the model described
in this paper, follows the work by Lavaux (2016) and is
described in detail by Graziani et al. (2019). In simple
terms, peculiar velocities imply a distribution of den-
sity perturbations that, in turn, imply a velocity field.
A Bayesian procedure is used to estimate the poste-
rior probability of a specific velocity field given the lin-
ear theory relationship between densities and velocities
through the observed distances with assigned errors.
In addition to constraints on the velocity field and
correlated distances, the model solves for a velocity
dispersion parameter, σNL, that accommodates depar-
tures from linear theory, and an effective Hubble Con-
stant. The model begins with a fiducial value of H0 =
75 km s−1 Mpc−1 (Tully et al. 2016) but searches for
the optimum of a parameter heff anticipated to be
near unity (whence H0 = 75heff ). There are uncer-
tainties in both velocities and distances. Those on ve-
locities are relatively minor and are approximated by
σcz = 50 km s
−1. The errors in distances, in the mod-
ulus, are much more substantial. In recognition that
Cosmicflows-3 is a heterogeneous collection of distances,
Graziani et al. (2019) give separation to five sub-samples
with each one described by a distinct selection function.
A model that abides by these constraints is sampled by
the Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) method of the
Gibbs sampling algorithm (Lavaux 2016), whereby each
free parameter is drawn from its conditional probability
given specification of the other parameters. The proce-
dure is described in detail by Graziani et al. (2019) but
in brief: (a) the parameter heff is sampled, marginal-
ized over the velocity field; (b) the conditional prob-
ability of the parameter σNL is drawn with the other
parameters fixed; (c) a constrained realization of the
density field is drawn assuming a ΛCDM power spec-
trum (Hoffman & Ribak 1991); (d) a new set of dis-
tances is established from the sampled constrained re-
alization with probabilities set by the current values of
heff , σNL, and the velocity field, within priors on the
distances. The process is carried through ∼ 103 MCMC
steps until convergence. The procedure has been carried
out on multiple constrained realizations and mock cat-
alogs. With the current analysis, Graziani et al. (2019)
find heff = 1.02± 0.01 and σNL = 280± 35 km s−1.
The resultant model makes predictions for the mor-
phology and motions of structure locally within the
ΛCDM framework and linear perturbations. Our
present interest is in voids. It will be asked to what
degree the overall model is in agreement with the excel-
lent knowledge we have of the motions of very nearby
galaxies.
2. MORPHOLOGIES OF NEAREST VOIDS
The Local Void does not have a simple shape. More-
over, as the void is followed to shallower levels it merges
with adjacent voids, as part of a continuous network
that extends beyond the volume that can currently be
mapped. The three-dimensional interplay between com-
plex high and low density structures is visually confus-
ing. We should not have the ambition to get into great
detail.
As a prelude, previous efforts to identify nearby voids
can be mentioned, derived from regions of emptiness
in maps of the distribution of galaxies in redshift sur-
veys. Among the earliest were the seminal studies of the
Boo¨tes Void by Kirshner et al. (1981) and the void in
front of the ”Great Wall” Coma and Abell 1367 clusters
3(Gregory & Thompson 1978). On very large scales there
is the pioneering work by Batuski & Burns (1985) and
Einasto et al. (1994) on the concentrations and absences
of rich clusters. More nearby and pertaining to the dis-
tribution of individual galaxies, of note is the work of
Kauffmann & Fairall (1991) and Fairall (1998) who, in
the latter reference gives a list of 33 void-like regions
within 8,500 km s−1. Elyiv et al. (2013) have produced
a more quantitatively rigorous catalog of 89 voids within
3,000 km s−1; spherical regions with no known galax-
ies brighter than MK = −18.4. Typically these enti-
ties are modest in size with radii ∼ 6 Mpc. It is well
documented that voids network, and their dimensions
as constrained by the exclusion of galaxies depends on
the intrinsic properties of the galaxy samples. Sparse
filaments of dwarf galaxies can snake through regions
devoid of bright galaxies. This phenomenon has partic-
ularly been noted by Lindner et al. (1995) and Pustil-
nik et al. (2019) within the volume that attracts our
attention. The linkage of the region under considera-
tion including the Local Void to very extensive voids
has been claimed by Kova´cs & Garc´ıa-Bellido (2016).
They claim a connection to putative huge voids in the
direction of the Cold Spot seen in the temperature fluc-
tuation map of the cosmic microwave background (Sza-
pudi et al. 2015; Finelli et al. 2016). We find support
for this general claim from a large scale flow pattern
in our velocity reconstruction based on CF3 distances
(Courtois et al. 2017).
The definition of voids based on the distribution of ob-
served galaxies faces serious challenges. For one, redshift
surveys are flux limited which means the back sides of
voids are more poorly delineated than the front sides.
In the case of very big voids, the sorts that interest
us, this degradation of knowledge with distance is se-
vere. Survey edge effects is a related concern. Big voids
spill into, and get lost, in the zone of galactic obscu-
ration. Also, for simply technical reasons, redshift sur-
veys may not provide uniform all-sky coverage, inconve-
niently clipping potential areas of interest. Then, it is
perhaps the worst of problems that galaxy surveys pro-
vide only sparse coverage. Unlike in simulations where
structure can be represented by large numbers of parti-
cles, the structure as mapped by individual galaxies is
inevitably paltry.
Alternatively, the inhomogeneous distribution of mat-
ter can be recovered from the measurement of galaxy dis-
tances and the inferences of peculiar velocities. Galaxies
are test particles sampling the gravitational potential.
Hoffman et al. (2017) demonstrated the importance of
large voids on flow patterns.
The discussion will make references to a video accom-
paniment.1 and to two interactive models.2 The com-
plex three-dimensional nature of large scale structure is
most easily dissected with the capabilities of zoom and
motion of a movie and interactive models.
2.1. Local Void
Reigning in the focus to nearby, consider the struc-
ture represented in Figure 1. Here we see a smoothed
description of over dense regions in our vicinity extend-
ing to ∼ 10, 000 km s−1. The Local Sheet with our
Milky Way at the origin of the plot lies at a density less
than the lowest grey contour. Major knots are identified:
the Virgo Cluster, the Perseus-Pisces filament (Haynes
& Giovanelli 1988), the Coma Cluster within the Great
Wall climbing to the Hercules complex (de Lapparent
et al. 1986) and, nearer home, the Great Attractor re-
gion (Dressler et al. 1987) with the Pavo-Indus filament
rising above it connecting to a feature we call the Arch
(Pomare`de et al. 2017) that caps the Local Void and
provides a connection to Perseus-Pisces.
The structure shown in Figure 1 is entirely derived
from an analysis of departures from cosmic expansion
from samples of galaxies with measured distances. The
specific rendition shown in this figure is extracted from
the quasi-linear construction described by Hoffman et al.
(2018). Thanks to the large scale coherence of velocity
flows, loss of information in the zone of obscuration has
minimal impact on the derived model and features are
robust within ∼ 8, 000 km s−1 where the density of test
particles with distance measures is high.
With the upper left panel of Figure 2, the same ref-
erence perspective is preserved but we move in closer.
Here and in following figures unless explicitly stated, the
layered surfaces are density iso-contours of the Graziani
et al. (2019) reconstruction derived from Cosmicflows-3
distances. Over or under densities, δ(r), follow from the
gradient of velocities, v, in linear theory:
δ(r) = −∇ · v/H0f (1)
where f is the growth rate of structure assuming stan-
dard ΛCDM parameters. The over density surfaces be-
gin at δ = 0.75 in grey and progress through increasingly
strong shades of red with δ levels 1.00, 1.25, 1.50, 1.75,
2.00, 2.25. The under dense levels are −0.7 and −1.1
with two levels, and a shallower −0.2 if a third level is
shown.
In Figure 2, the core of the Local Void is represented at
two density contours of black and dark grey. The panels
show the same scene from different vantage points, as
1 https://vimeo.com/326346346/35088b5dd8
2 https://sketchfab.com/models/f0a44df256aa4faf93391887d66010e2
and https://sketchfab.com/models/78885b3d303d4b6e99cfe099b43929fb
4Figure 1. Overview of the structure surrounding the Local Void. Isosurfaces of density are inferred from the velocity field
constructed from the Wiener Filter treatment of Cosmicflows distances, with the densest peaks in red and less dense filaments
in grey. The Milky Way is at the origin of the colored arrows, 5,000 km s−1 in length, oriented in the frame of supergalactic
coordinates (red toward +SGX, green toward +SGY, blue toward +SGZ). The Local Void fills the empty region above the
Milky Way in this plot. This view inward from a location at positive values of SGX, SGY, and SGZ will be referred to as the
reference orientation.
specified in the figure caption. The overdense contours
are stripped away in the lower right panel to fully reveal
the Local Void.
We introduce a naming convention that will be ad-
hered to in subsequent figures. The names of familiar
structures are retained. Otherwise, features are given
constellation names appended with a tag set by their
redshift in units of 103 km s−1, with the tags of un-
der densities preceded by a minus sign and those of
over densities preceded by a plus sign. Here in the Lo-
cal Void, Lacerta−2.4 is at the location of the lowest
density of −1.89 at supergalactic SGX, SGY, SGZ of
[+1650, −700, +1650] km s−1 ≈ [+22, −9, +22] Mpc.
Andromeda−2.3 is at a secondary minimum of −1.53 at
[+2100, −700, −300] km s−1 ≈ [+28, −9, −4] Mpc and,
in the most familiar part of the Local Void, Aquila−0.8
is a tertiary minimum of −1.13 at SGX, SGY, SGZ of
[−200, −200, 700] km s−1 ≈ [−3, −3, +9] Mpc in our
immediate vicinity only 10 Mpc away. More removed,
UMi−3.7 marks a minimum of −0.93 at [+3100, +1700,
+1200] km s−1 ≈[+41, +23, +16] Mpc. Details regard-
ing these minima are accumulated in Table 1.
The deepest minima in the Local Void lie at very
low values of SGY; i.e., they lie close to the equato-
rial plane of the Milky Way in regions of obscuration.
The void manifests a tilt toward positive SGX, toward
5Figure 2. The heart of the Local Void. The deepest parts of the void are mapped by surfaces of density −1.1 (black) and
−0.7 (dark grey). Local minima are located by red dots and given names. Contours in shades of light grey and red illustrate
surrounding high density structures. The Milky Way is at the origin of the red, green, blue directional arrows. The same scene
is shown from multiple vantage points. The reference viewing direction in the upper left panel is from positive values of all 3
coordinates (video frame time: 02:01). At upper right, the scene has been rotated around to almost in from the negative SGY
axis (02:25). Then at lower left, the view is in from very near to the positive SGZ axis. In this latter case, a foreground clip at
SGZ=+3000 km s−1 has removed the Arch to give an unrestricted view of the void (02:32). In the lower right panel, the Local
Void contours are shown alone, looking in from positive SGY (02:42).
the space in front of the Perseus-Pisces filament which is
the well documented domain of a void (Haynes & Gio-
vanelli 1986). The CF3 velocity information resolves
ambiguity in mapping based on redshift surveys, ag-
gravated by galactic obscuration, and clearly identifies
the Local Void and the void foreground of the Perseus-
Pisces complex as parts of the same feature. The ”hy-
pervoid” HV1 defined by the union of 56 small spherical
voids by Elyiv et al. (2013) reasonably approximates our
Local Void. The rough dimensions of the Local Void
at the isodensity contour −0.7 is ∆SGX,SGY,SGZ =
5200,3000,4500 km s−1 = 69,51,60 Mpc, hence a volume
of ∼ 2× 105 Mpc3.
A personalized tour of the Local Void stripped of over
dense boundaries (Figure 2, lower right panel) can be ex-
perienced by accessing the first interactive model.3 The
superimposed orbits were derived from Cosmicflows-
3 distance constraints using numerical action methods
(Shaya et al. 2017). The orbits are calculated in co-
moving space coordinates following the center of mass
of the sample. The orbits from z = 4 to today dramat-
ically illustrate the evacuation of the Local Void. See
also the sequence in the video frozen in the frame image
of Figure 3.
2.2. Hercules Void
3 https://sketchfab.com/models/f0a44df256aa4faf93391887d66010e2
6Figure 3. Orbits derived from the numerical action methods of Shaya et al. superimposed on the Local Void iso-density
contours. Orbits systematically descend out of the void (06.11). In this figure only, the green-blue (SGY-SGZ) coordinate
arrows have length 3500 km s−1.
The Local Void is not isolated from other voids, but
before investigating its growth at lesser under densi-
ties let us become familiar with the other two principal
density depressions within 8,000 km s−1. The one in
the north galactic hemisphere (supergalactic SGY> 0)
is seen in Figure 4. The main part of this entity has
been called the Northern Local Void (Einasto et al. 1983;
Lindner et al. 1995), an unfortunately confusing name.
Courtois et al. (2013) refer to the feature as the Hercules
Void because of the location of the dominant component
directly in front of the Hercules cluster complex. We use
this name. The deepest minimum in density of −1.87
occurs at [−1200, +4000, +5000] km s−1 ≈ [−16, +53,
+67] Mpc. A list of secondary minima is given in Ta-
ble 1. Those called ”arrowhead” bracket the Arrowhead
mini-supercluster (Pomare`de et al. 2015). The minima
at negative SGZ are parts of what has been called the
Southern Local Void (Einasto et al. 1983). These depres-
sions link up as one considers less negative density levels.
Increasing the isodensity cut to more positive values, the
entire region behind the traditional Local Supercluster
(de Vaucouleurs 1953) and in front of the Great Wall (de
Lapparent et al. 1986) is revealed to be under dense. As
Lindner et al. (1995) point out, though, this volume is
not devoid of galaxies. The region is laced with tenu-
ous filaments making connections that span the width
of the region. An example of a filament network con-
nection between the Virgo and Coma clusters is illus-
trated by Tully & Trentham (2008). The full dimension
of what we are calling the Hercules Void at isodensity
7−0.7 is ∆SGX,SGY,SGZ = 11600,7800,14000 km s−1
= 155,104,187 Mpc, a volume of ∼ 3 × 106 Mpc3. At
the isodensity contour of −0.7 the Hercules and Local
voids become united in the region of the Serpens Caput
minimum (see Table 1).
2.3. Sculptor Void
South of the galactic plane (SGY< 0) the most adja-
cent dominant depression has been called the Sculptor
Void (Fairall 1998). Its domain is illustrated in Figure 5
and the density minima within this extensive void are
listed in Table 1. The nearest basin at density −1.68
lies at [−1200, −1700, −1700] km s−1 ≈ [−16, −23,
−23] Mpc (Reticulum−2.6). The foreground of this
feature has been called the Southern Supercluster by
de Vaucouleurs (1956) and contains the Fornax Clus-
ter. At the back side is the Southern Wall (Pellegrini
et al. 1990). The Elyiv et al. (2013) hypervoid HV2
is coincident with the part of our Sculptor Void within
3,000 km s−1.
Our Sculptor Void is very large, with rough dimen-
sions at the isodensity level −0.7 of ∆SGX,SGY,SGZ =
14500,6500,10200 km s−1 = 193,87,136 Mpc, enclosing
∼ 2 × 106 Mpc3. At isodensity level −1.2 the Sculptor
Void already makes a link with the Local Void in the
vicinity of the Pisces−3 minimum. If we might be im-
pressed that we live adjacent a void with characteristic
diameter 60 Mpc, it gives perspective to know that im-
mediately beyond there are two voids that are twice as
big and with ten times greater volume.
An important entity is showing up at the outer reaches
of our model that is the inner extension of what has
been called the Eridanus supervoid (Finelli et al. 2016;
Kova´cs & Garc´ıa-Bellido 2016). Without prejudice as to
the full extent of this feature, we will call what we see
the Eridanus Void. The deepest minimum within our
reconstruction is at Puppis−6.2 with density −1.52. At
its near side this void links with the Sculptor Void near
the Canis Major−4.6 minimum. At a distant part of the
Eridanus Void, at the South Pole−7.8 minimum, there
is no clear separation between Eridanus and Sculptor.
As a summary, Figure 6 shows the relationships be-
tween the Local, Hercules, and Sculptor voids and a
glimpse of the voids further away. The choice of a dis-
play at density −0.7 is arbitrary. All these voids can be
linked at values of density below the cosmic mean. Each
of the displayed voids fragment into separable pieces
at more negative density cuts. The second interactive
model4 should be launched in order to immersively ex-
perience the panapoly of nearby voids.
4 https://sketchfab.com/models/78885b3d303d4b6e99cfe099b43929fb
3. MORPHOLOGY OF THE WALLS
A detailed discussion of the over dense regions will
be left to another day, but we give attention here to
the immediate walls around the Local, Hercules, and
Sculptor voids.
With the Local Void, the dominant bookend bound-
ing features are the Perseus-Pisces complex at SGX∼
+4500 km s−1 (Haynes & Giovanelli 1988) and at SGX∼
−4000 km s−1 the Pavo-Indus arm rising out of the re-
gion called the Great Attractor through the Norma Clus-
ter (Dressler et al. 1987; Kraan-Korteweg et al. 1996).
At right angles, the most prominent features at posi-
tive and negative supergalactic latitudes are the Arch
at SGZ∼ +4200 km s−1 and the Centaurus-Puppis-PP
filament at SGZ∼ −2700 km s−1 (Pomare`de et al. 2017).
These ceiling and floor of the Local Void are poorly doc-
umented in redshift surveys because of galactic obscu-
ration but coherent velocity patterns provide robust re-
constructions.
The orthogonal directions of ±SGY, by contrast, are
toward the uncontaminated and well observed galac-
tic poles. In the galactic north the Local Void is
bounded by de Vaucouleurs’ Local Supercluster at
SGY∼ +2500 km s−1 running through the Virgo and
Centaurus clusters (de Vaucouleurs 1956). For all the
importance we have given this structure it is not very
substantial. The Local Void easily makes connections
through this region with the Hercules Void. The Local
Void limits are even more porous at negative SGY. De
Vaucouleurs’ Southern Supercluster in Fornax and Eri-
danus and the strand extensions described by Courtois
et al. (2013) are the weak separators from the Sculp-
tor Void at SGY∼ −2500 km s−1. We will return later
to a discussion of wispy galaxy filaments bounding and
permeating the Local Void.
Turning attention to the Hercules Void, dominant
structures on the back side are the Great Wall at SGY∼
+7000 km s−1 (de Lapparent et al. 1986) merging into
the Hercules complex at SGZ∼ +7000 km s−1 (Bah-
call & Soneira 1984) and further merging into the Ophi-
uchus (Johnston et al. 1981) and Libra+8 structures at
SGX∼ −6000 kms. On the near side, the over densities
are the less consequential Local Supercluster, creating a
separation from the Local Void, and such other minor
features as the Hydra−Cancer filament and the Arrow-
head mini-supercluster (Pomare`de et al. 2015). Above
the supergalactic equator (SGZ> 0) essentially every-
where locally densities are below the mean. It is through
this space that the Hercules and Local voids connect.
Shaya et al. (1995) have recorded the kinematic mani-
festation of this general under density in the ubiquitous
flow toward negative SGZ of nearby galaxies (see Fig-
ure 3 and related interactive model and video sequence).
8Figure 4. The Hercules Void. The deepest density minimum are shown with contours of blue at the same density levels as in
Fig. 2. The locations of local minima are identified by red dots and names. Major bounding overdensities are identified. This
extended void lies to the foreground of the high density complex of clusters in Hercules. Multiple lesser extrema lie throughout
the extended void that occupies the space from behind the traditional Local Supercluster and Great Attractor complex to the
foreground of the Great Wall. The left panel shows a view from positive SGX and SGZ, slightly rotated from the reference
viewing direction (video frame time 07:15). The view in the right panel is almost along the negative SGY axis, close to the
viewing direction in the lower left panel of Fig. 2, but with a foreground clip at SGY=+2200 km s−1 to afford minimal obstruction
(07:25).
At present, the full Hercules Void is poorly constrained
on the +SGX side. Cosmicflows-4, the next edition of
our catalog of distances will provide more satisfactory
coverage of this part of space.
On the other side of the sky, the Sculptor Void is held
in the far side embrace of the Southern Wall (Pellegrini
et al. 1990) running at roughly SGY∼ −7000 km s−1
from the Perseus-Pisces region all the way to structure
at the celestial South Pole. This latter feature appears
to be very important and we expect to discuss it in de-
tail in a future paper. The nearer side of the Sculptor
Void is bounded by the minor structures on the negative
SGY side of the Local Void discussed above. There is
easy penetration between the Sculptor and Local voids
where de Vaucouleurs’ Southern Supercluster peters out
beyond the Fornax-Eridanus complex. In detail, we see
the Southern Wall as bifurcating into what we call the
North Fork (Pegasus+8.5 filament) and the South Fork
(Grus-Pisces Austrinus+10 filament). The North Fork
connects through Capricornus+7 to Ophiuchus forming
a roof over the Local Void extending to above the Her-
cules Void. At large values of negative SGX and SGY
the Sculptor Void boundaries are at the challenging lim-
its of our reconstruction and dissolve in places into what
we call the Eridanus Void.
4. THE V-WEB REPRESENTATION OF VOIDS
The construction of structure up to this point in the
discussion have been based on a model of the den-
sity field derived from the divergence of the three-
dimensional velocity field in accordance with linear the-
ory. An alternative representation is derived from a cal-
culation of the shear of the velocity field at a given lo-
cation (Hoffman et al. 2012).
Σαβ = −(∂αvβ + ∂βvα)/2H0 (2)
where partial derivatives of the velocity v are deter-
mined along directions α and β of the orthogonal su-
pergalactic Cartesian axes, normalized by the average
expansion given by the Hubble Constant, H0. Eigenval-
ues indicating collapse have negative values.
The eigenvectors of the shear define the principal axes
of collapse and expansion. Knots, filaments, sheets, and
voids are associated, respectively, with 3, 2, 1, and 0
positive eigenvalues. These four domains can be sepa-
rated by surfaces of the eigenvalues. We refer to such
representations as the cosmic velocity (V) web (Hoffman
et al. 2017; Pomare`de et al. 2017).
The current interest is in the voids, locations with
expansion along all three axes. Figure 7 presents an al-
ternate to the density isocontour plot of Figure 6; the
9Figure 5. The Sculptor Void. Shades of yellow are used at density levels consistent with the previous 2 figures. Once again,
local minima are identified as well as prominent features on the bounding walls. The bottom view is from near the north
supergalactic pole, positive SGZ, with a foreground clip at SGZ=+3000 km s−1 to remove obstructions (08:31). The Southern
Wall is a defining boundary at negative SGY. In the top panel, the view is in from near the positive SGY axis. A foreground
clip at SGY=+2000 km s−1 and an extraction of the immediate area around the Virgo Cluster provides windows onto the void
(08:21 and 08:49).
V-web representation of voids and sheets. Here, regions
with expansion on three axes (voids) are shown as solid
colors, consistent with the schema in previous figures,
while regions with expansion on only two axes (sheets)
are shown by transparent surfaces in related colors. We
have chosen an arbitrary eigenvalue level for the display
of the sheet isosurface that roughly parallels the arbi-
trarily chosen density isocontours of previous figures.
The alternative V-web and isodensity representations
are similar (of course they are drawn from the same
data and analysis) but there are curious differences. The
deepest basins have the same locations. However it is
interesting as an example to give attention to the sheet-
topology link between the Hercules and Sculptor voids
bypassing the Local Void seen in the top panel of Fig. 7
(near the feature named Sagittarius−3.7). It is found
10
Figure 6. All and only the voids. Surfaces of all voids in the Cosmicflows-3 model at the density level −0.7. The Local Void is
colored black, the Hercules Void is blue, the Sculptor Void is yellow and all other voids are colored green. The view is from the
reference orientation, with the Milky Way at the origin of the red, green, blue arrows (10:06).
that minor filaments separate the Local Void from a
tunnel connecting the Sculptor and Hercules voids.
5. STRUCTURE DEFINED BY A REDSHIFT
SURVEY
It is worth briefly to compare structural features de-
fined by Cosmicflows-3 velocities with the redshift space
distribution of galaxies. The current interest is in un-
derdense regions where there are relatively few galaxies.
We give attention alternatively to the walls that bound
voids and to the minor strands of galaxies that can per-
meate voids and give separation to adjacent minima.
Our comparisons are made with the redshift compila-
tion V8k that was described by Courtois et al. (2012).
The sample consists of 30,124 galaxies within a cube that
extends from the origin ±8000 km s−1 on the cardinal
axes in supergalactic coordinates. This sample covers
the entire sky reasonably uniformly except at the Galac-
tic plane and provides relatively dense coverage locally
where we can most meaningfully make comparisons.
A wide angle comparison between the V8k redshift
sample and the iso-density outline of the Local Void can
be seen in the accompanying video in frames following
03:28. Almost all the individual galaxies lie outside the
contours of the void although several filamentary fea-
tures adhere closely to the void boundaries (emphasized
transiently in blue in the video). The few exceptions
where filaments penetrate the void are worth commen-
tary.
A very sparse filament dramatically spans between the
Virgo Cluster and the Perseus Cluster in a very direct
route that takes it through a deep minimum in the Lo-
cal Void. The commencement is the Local Sheet that
includes the Milky Way and extends from the proxim-
ity of Virgo to the NGC 1023 Group. In the Nearby
Galaxies Atlas (Tully & Fisher 1987) the continuation
is called the Perseus Cloud, basically receiving a new
name just because of the tenuousness and severe obscu-
11
Figure 7. V-web representation of voids. Voids (expansion on 3 cardinal axes) are represented by solid surfaces, with the Local
Void in black, the Hercules Void in blue, the Sculptor Void in Yellow, and other voids in green. Sheets (expansion on 2 axes,
collapse on the third) are represented by transparent surfaces at an arbitrary eigenvalue. Locations and names of deepest density
troughs are carried over from previous figures. In the top panel, the view is from the reference direction while in the lower panel
the scene has been rotated to a view from negative SGX, SGY, positive SGZ.
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Table 1. Locations of density minima within the nearest voids
Void Density SGX SGY SGZ SGX SGY SGZ Description
km s−1 km s−1 km s−1 Mpc Mpc Mpc
Local −1.89 +1650 −700 +1650 +22 −9 +22 Lacerta−2.4
Local −1.53 +2100 −700 −300 +28 −9 −4 Andromeda−2.3
Local −1.13 −200 −200 +700 −3 −3 +9 Aquila−0.8
Local −0.93 +3100 +1700 +1200 +41 +23 +16 UMi−3.7
Hercules −1.87 −1200 +4000 +5000 −16 +53 +67 Hercules−6.5
Hercules −1.67 −200 +6400 +5000 −3 +85 +67 Boo¨tes−8
Hercules −1.55 +2100 +3500 −1200 +28 +47 −16 UMa−4.3; Lower Arrowhead
Hercules −1.39 −3100 +4000 −5400 −41 +53 −72 Sextans−7.4
Hercules −1.30 −200 +5000 −1700 −3 +67 −23 Leo−5.2; Coma
Hercules −1.28 −1200 +3100 +2100 −16 +41 +28 Serpens Caput−3.9
Hercules −1.12 +1200 +5400 −5000 +16 +72 −67 Leo−7.5
Hercules −1.00 +3500 +4500 +700 +47 +60 +9 UMa−5.8; Far Arrowhead
Sculptor −1.68 −1200 −1700 −1700 −16 −23 −23 Reticulum−2.6
Sculptor −1.55 −1700 −2100 +2600 −23 −28 +35 Capricornus−3.7
Sculptor −1.53 +1700 −2600 +200 +23 −35 +3 Pisces−3.1
Sculptor −1.43 +1700 −4500 +4000 +23 −60 +53 Pegasus−6.2
Sculptor −1.39 −6400 −4000 +3000 −85 −53 +40 Telescopium−8.1
Sculptor −1.32 +2600 −2100 +300 +35 −28 +4 Pisces−3.4
Sculptor −1.23 −1200 −5400 +2600 −16 −72 +35 Pisces Austrinus−6.1
Sculptor −1.20 −4500 −4100 +700 −60 −55 +9 Pavo−6.1
Sculptor −1.19 −700 −4500 +700 −9 −60 +9 Sculptor−4.6
Eridanus −1.52 −3100 −2100 −5000 −41 −28 −67 Puppis−6.2
Eridanus −1.49 −200 −700 −4500 −3 −9 −60 Canis Major−4.6
Eridanus −1.38 +1100 −7400 −2200 +15 −99 −29 Cetus−7.8
Eridanus −1.08 −6000 −2600 −3600 −80 −35 −48 Chamaeleon−7.4
Other −1.17 +700 −8700 +9200 +9 −116 +123 Aquarius−12.7
Other −1.07 −8200 −10100 +2800 −109 −135 +37 Indus−13.3
Other −0.78 −12500 −4600 −6800 −167 −61 −91 South Pole−15
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rity of the structure. The Nearby Galaxies Atlas sample
cuts off at 3,000 km s−1 but the V8k sample reveals the
extension all the way to the vicinity of the Perseus Clus-
ter. This wispy filament is isolated in the two panels of
Figure 8. Remarkably, it passes very close to the deep
density minimum Andromeda−2.3 and it is very near
this location that we find a very substantial grouping of
galaxies dominated by the lenticular NGC 1161 (see in-
set within Fig. 8). This S0 galaxy has near infrared lumi-
nosity logLK = 11.36 assuming a distance of 32 Mpc. At
least three more large galaxies with logLK > 11 reside
in the vicinity: NGC 1169, NGC 1186, and PGC 11586.
The second case that draws our attention involves en-
tities called the Pegasus Cloud and Pegasus Spur in the
Nearby Galaxies Atlas. Associated galaxies are illus-
trated in Figure 9. The Pegasus Spur lies closely outside
the mid iso-density contour confining the Local Void.
The Pegasus Cloud is particularly interesting because
it coincides with a higher density ‘tunnel’ between the
abysses Lacerta−2.4 and Aquila−0.8.
6. CONSEQUENCES OF THE LOCAL VOID ON
OUR MOTION
It is to be noted that Lacerta−2.4, the deepest part of
the Local Void, is aligned with the anti−apex of the cos-
mic microwave background dipole. Hoffman et al. (2017)
have already brought attention to the likely importance
of a very large underdensity (the Dipole Repeller) in
generating the 631 km s−1 motion of the Local Group
with respect to the microwave background frame. We
suggest that the Local Void makes a significant additive
contribution.
The apex of the Local Group motion in supergalac-
tic coordinates is toward SGL = 139, SGB = −31. The
major influences that give rise to this motion can be sep-
arated into nearby, intermediate, and far domains. We
will use two distinct approaches to evaluate the sources
of our deviant motion.
We begin with the first of these. The nearby domain
was studied in detail by Shaya et al. (2017) with nu-
merical action orbit reconstructions, illustrated in Fig-
ure 3 and following 05:50 in the accompanying video.
This domain extends to 38 Mpc ∼ 2850 km s−1 and
includes the traditional Local Supercluster dominated
by the Virgo Cluster. It excludes the so-called Great
Attractor region, the densest part of our Laniakea Su-
percluster. Structure beyond 38 Mpc was represented
in the numerical action model by external tidal fields as
given by a Wiener filter linear theory rendition based on
Cosmicflows-2 distances (Tully et al. 2014).
Taking the average of the orbits of the Milky Way and
M31, we find a Local Group SGX, SGY, SGZ motion
with respect to the center of mass within 38 Mpc to be
[−105, 314, −192] km s−1. It can be seen from the posi-
tion of the Local Group within the embrace of the Local
Void (Figures 2 and 3) that the velocities toward nega-
tive SGX and SGZ can be attributed in large measure
to repulsion from the Local Void. The amplitudes are
consistent with values determined locally (Anand et al.
2019) (Anand et al. 2019b in press).
The Local Void might contribute to the positive SGY
motion but in this direction the Virgo overdensity must
dominate. In the Shaya et al. model the spherical vol-
ume centered on the Virgo Cluster extending to the
Local Group is a factor 1.39 above mean density. In
the spherical approximation, this overdensity would at-
tract us at ∼ 300 km s−1. Tidal squeezing (from a fila-
ment running into Virgo parallel to SGX) and distending
(from voids at±SGZ) are complications to this estimate.
In the numerical action model the differential Virgo −
Local Group velocity is 200 km s−1. In this model, the
SGY motion in the near region of ∼ +300 km s−1 is
roughly the sum of a pull of ∼ 200 km s−1 from the
Virgo overdensity and a push of ∼ 100 km s−1 from the
Local Void.
The intermediate domain, from 38 Mpc to roughly
100 Mpc is dominated by the competition between the
Laniakea and Perseus−Pisces attractors. The core of
Laniakea (the Great Attractor) contains the clusters
Centaurus, Norma, Hydra, Pavo II, A3365, A3537,
A3574, and S753. Tugging in the opposite direction are
the chain of clusters including Perseus, Pisces, A262,
A347, and NGC 507. Laniakea is clearly winning in in-
fluence at our position. To a reasonable approximation,
it is the intermediate domain that dominates the tidal
forces on the inner 38 Mpc zone as calculated from the
Wiener filter model based on Cosmicflows-2 distances.
The bulk motion of the inner region due to these mostly
intermediate zone influences has the SGX, SGY, SGZ
vector components [−212, 95, −106] km s−1 (Shaya
et al. 2017). The SGX and SGY components reflect
the competition between Laniakea and Perseus−Pisces
while the SGZ component reflects the great extent of
the Local Void, reaching well beyond the 38 Mpc limit
of the near region.
The far domain must account for the remainder. The
sum of the inner and intermediate zones produce Local
Motion of [−334, 411, −296] km s−1, leaving a residual
of [−76, −58, −28] km s−1, attributable to a distant
pull from the Shapley Concentration and push from the
Dipole Repeller (Hoffman et al. 2017). The separation
between the intermediate and far domains is approxi-
mate. Part of the attribution to the intermediate do-
main may arise from the far domain.
Uncertainties in the one-dimensional components of
velocity deviations in these various ranges are estimated
to be at the level of ±40 km s−1. The estimate is ap-
proximate because our break-out of influences is approx-
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Figure 8. Two rotated views of the Perseus Cloud filament passing from the Virgo Cluster, past the Milky Way, through the
deep Local Void minimum of Andromeda-2.3, to the vicinity of the Perseus Cluster. The image in the inset is of the giant
lenticular galaxy NGC 1161, and its spiral companion NGC 1160, deep within the Local Void. (video frames 04:44 to 05:21)
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Figure 9. Two views of the filaments Pegasus Cloud (galaxies in blue) and Pegasus Spur (galaxies in magenta) that thread
through the Local Void. The Pegasus Cloud penetrates the Local Void between the Lacerta−2.4 and Aquila−0.8 minima while
the Pegasus Spur wraps closely on the underside of Aquila−0.8. (video frames 05:23 to 05:42)
Table 2. Sources of Local Group Motion
Numerical Action Analysis
Zone SGX SGY SGZ Sum
km s−1 km s−1 km s−1 km s−1
Near (< 38 Mpc) −122 316 −190 388
Mid (38 − 100 Mpc) −212 95 −106 255
Far (> 100 Mpc) −76 −58 −28 100
Cumulative −410 353 −324 631
Wiener Filter Analysis
Local Void −129± 59 43± 35 −142± 36 197± 77
Greater Virgo 22± 50 281± 38 −8± 22 282± 66
LV+Virgo −148± 58 329± 42 −150± 37 391± 80
Full WF −399± 49 355± 32 −337± 42 632± 72
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imate. Our motion is the product of innumerable ac-
tors. As for the influence of the Local Void, is it that
we are participating in the void expansion or responding
to multiple ovedensities outside the void? Whatever the
semantics, the numerical action model predicts that our
proximity to the Local Void results in a deviant motion
of roughly [−100, 100, −200]∼ 250 km s−1.
Alternatively, the impact of respectively the Local
Void and the greater Virgo Cluster can be evaluated
from the Wiener filter model. In the case of the Lo-
cal Void, the influence at our position is found summing
over the volume defined as the Local Void below the con-
tour of δ = 0. In the case of the Virgo Cluster, the sum-
mation is over a sphere centered on the cluster extending
in radius to our position. Statistical uncertainties are
determined by averaging over multiple constrained real-
izations (Hoffman & Ribak 1991; Zaroubi et al. 1999).
The numerical results are gathered in Table 2 along with
those from the numerical action analysis.
The most directly comparable results between the two
analyses (besides the cumulative values) are the numeri-
cal action “near” row and the Wiener filter “LV+Virgo”
row. The results are in statistical agreement. The com-
parison is approximate since in detail the contributions
are not the same. Give consideration to the distinct
SGX, SGY, SGZ components. There is agreement that,
in sum, the Virgo overdensity and Local Void are com-
bining to give us a deviant motion of about 300 km s−1
toward positive SGY with Virgo dominant at the level
of 65− 80%. The Local Void is held responsible for the
substantial deviant motions toward negative SGX and
SGZ.
Overall, roughly, 50% of our motion reflected in
the cosmic microwave background dipole fluctuation is
taken to arise relatively nearby. The Local Void is a
major contributor. From the breakdown presented in
Table 2, it can be inferred that the Local Void is a dom-
inating influence on motions in the (negative) SGZ di-
rection (appreciating that the Local Void extends well
into the ’mid’ zone), contributes at the level of 30% in
the (negative) SGX direction, and contributes modestly
in the (positive) SGY direction. These conclusions are
consistent with the prescient early claims by Lahav et al.
(1988) and Lynden-Bell & Lahav (1988).
7. FINAL THOUGHTS
The model of nearby structure in the universe that
has been presented is derived strictly from the radial
velocities of test particles assuming deviations from uni-
form expansion arise from Newtonian gravity in a ba-
sic ΛCDM cosmology. There is a manifestly reasonable
agreement with the alternative of structure inferred from
redshift surveys. Much remains to give the compari-
son a quantitative foundation. We have introduced the
morphology of structure determined from the 18,000 dis-
tances of Cosmicflows-3 with a study of voids because
such regions are simpler than high density regions. The
reconstruction by Graziani et al. (2019) has relatively
coarse resolution of 6.25/h75 Mpc. Higher resolution
can be achieved at the expense of computation time.
Studies of high density regions will benefit from high
spatial resolution where the quasi-linear regime can be
probed with the techniques discussed by Hoffman et al.
(2018) and numerical action methods can probe the fully
non-linear regime (Shaya et al. 2017).
Even if voids are simpler, with dynamics in the linear
regime, their morphologies have been much less well un-
derstood than that of high density structures. Yet we
live at the edge of a void. Nearby our measurements
of distances of galaxies are plentiful and associated pe-
culiar velocities are well determined. This information,
processed through the Wiener filter, allows us to define
the properties of the Local Void with considerable preci-
sion even where much information is lost due to Galactic
obscuration.
The Local Void does not have a simple shape. Now,
for the first time, we have a map that reveals its com-
plexity. It is unambiguously demonstrated that the Lo-
cal Void, familiarly prominent at positive SGZ, and the
void in front of the Perseus-Pisces filament (Haynes &
Giovanelli 1986) at positive SGX are parts of the same
extensive under density. This linkage has not been evi-
dent because of intervening obscuration.
Attention has been drawn to the substantial contri-
bution of the Local Void to our motion reflected in the
cosmic microwave background dipole anisotropy. The
Local Group has a deviant motion due to the Local Void
of 200− 250 km s−1 with respect to the center of mass
within 38 Mpc (and another 200 − 250 km s−1 due to
the Virgo overdensity). The full effect of the Local Void
as it extends to the zone beyond the 38 Mpc near re-
gion has a repelling influence that explains most of the
SGZ component of our motion in the cosmic microwave
background frame. What is left over after accounting for
these nearby actors is ∼ 300 km s−1, directed mostly to-
ward negative SGX, and attributable to structure in the
mid and far shells discussed in the previous section.
We have revisited the known fact (Lindner et al. 1995)
that chains of galaxies can thread through voids. Usu-
ally the constituents are small galaxies. The case we
present of the Perseus Cloud that traverses the Local
Void from the Virgo Cluster to the Perseus Cluster is
particularly noteworthy, not only because we are part
of it. Remarkably, it passes through one of the lowest
density parts of the Local Void and near that location is
a significant gathering of substantial galaxies. Regret-
tably, these systems lie at a low Galactic latitude and
have been poorly studied.
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Immediately beyond the Local Void lie two much big-
ger under dense regions that we call the Hercules Void
and the Sculptor Void. In fact the voids are all inter-
connected by necks that are below the mean density.
Boundaries can be arbitrary and will undoubtedly be
sources of contention. We use our discoverer’s preroga-
tive and give names to outstanding features.
Our cartography reveals hints of the complexity of
overdenities in the region we are exploring within 0.05c.
Even our discussion of voids represents only a first pass.
There is much more to be learned as the density of data
becomes richer and we gain confidence in reconstructions
with increasing resolution.
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